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A glimpse at the distribution of wealth …

USA 307 14264 46.5
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Latin-American Participation in LHC

ATLAS

CMS

ALICE

LHCb

UNLPUBAArgentina

UANColombia

PUCUFSMChile

USPUFRJBrazil

UFRJCBPFBrazil

(Buenos Aires & La Plata: 3 staff, 6 students, 3 years)

(Rio & Sao Paulo: 10 staff, 8 students, over 10 years)

(Santiago & Valparaiso: 6 staff, 3 students, 2 years)

(Bogota: 2 staff, 3 students, 2 years)
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HEP in LA, recent history:  DØ (~1990 and still running)

Argentina, Brazil and Colombia

About 15 people still involved

Brazil built a “Roman Pots”
Forward Particle Detector

Argentinian contribution
mainly software infrastructure

and physics analyses, of course …



Universidad de Buenos Aires at DØ (1995-2009)

Physics analyses, 6 PhD Thesis:

Measurement of the inclusive jet cross-section  (Daniel Elvira)

W and Z boson production cross-section in the muon channel (Cecilia Gerber)

The inclusive jet cross-section with the kT algorithm (Sebastian Grinstein)

Measurement of event shape variables with kT jets (Veronica Sorin)

Identification of top quarks through jet b-tagging (Ariel Schwartzman)

Observation of single top using bayesian neural networks (Andres Tanajiczuk)
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Universidad de Buenos Aires at ATLAS (2006- )

The group is composed of:

1 Associate Professor

1 Research Associate

3 PhD Students
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Contributions of UBA in ATLAS

Cosmics trigger slice:

1. Measurement of the event time from hits on the muon chambers

2. Global reconstruction through the Silicon, TRD and MDT detectors

3. Online monitoring of L2 cosmics slice reconstruction

Hadronic jet calibration (in collaboration with SLAC):

1. Improvement of jet energy calibration using track information

2. Data-driven methods to measure the jet energy resolution

3. Validation of JES tracking corrections on ttbar events (light and b-jets)

Software Infrastructure:

Coordination of Physics Analysis Tools software validation
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Two changes implemented because 
cosmics differ from collision data:

Event time random within 25ns ATLAS clock

Extract track time from MDT chambers

Tracks don’t go through interaction point

Modify L2 pattern finding algorithm

L2 Cosmics Trigger Slice
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T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

Cosmics: T1 < T2 < T3  Data: T1 > T2 > T3

Data

Run 20720

Drift 
circle

MDT Tube

Wire

Muon track

Get event time by fitting MDT t0 so that 
drift circles are tangent to muon track

μmσ  120≈

Data

MDT Resolution
after time fitting

Muon through the whole detector
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- Data 

- MC

Number of TRT Straw 

hits attached to track

SCT LVL2 Phi0

MDT–SCT phi0Cosmics in the SCT+TRT

Displace SCT space points

and use regular reconstruction
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Track based corrections to hadronic jets

Track angular separation & width Out-of-cluster/Out-of-cone losses

Energy carried by charged tracks Non compensation,  e/h>1 

Number of tracks associated to jet Losses in dead material 

Related tracking variable Physical effect

Tracks can provide information to improve the calibration on a jet-by-jet basis
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Example: Jets with more tracks have lower response
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Fit R(pT,ntrk)

Improve Resolution
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The resolution improves by adjusting the JES jet-by-jet:

BEFORE AFTER
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Funding variable (lean years, good years)

As an experimental HEP group in Argentina we face some problems

Why collaborations?

Hard to finance overseas trips for students

Geographic isolation, lack of critical mass
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Housing and partial financial support for students while on-site

Stays abroad of students essential for:

Interaction with other students and senior physicists

Fermilab help was “essential” for our successful participation in DØ:

Why collaborations?

Participation in meetings and conferences

Shifts and hardware experience
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Interaction with Fermilab dwindling, FNAL went for CMS.

Why SLAC?

Collaboration with SLAC members started out of common physics interests.

SLAC has strong groups both in experimental and in theory

SLAC to benefit from the presence of LA students

ATLAS LA groups too small each, would be great having a nucleating lab.

Real chance to participate in an upgrade project.
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Latin American Software and Computing Workshop  March/2008

Thanks, and looking forward to fruitful collaborations ….
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